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Making M & A Successful—Due Diligence   
Due diligence by successful acquirers extends well beyond verifying data.
by William S. Hanneman

(continued p.2)

In the last edition of Insight, we explored 
the value of a clear strategic vision to the 
success of a merger or acquisition. If the 

opportunity makes strategic sense, and the 
initial proposal is attractive to the seller, the 
acquisition process moves into the “due dili-
gence” phase. Black’s legal dictionary defines 
due diligence as “the diligence reasonably 
expected from and ordinarily exercised by 
a person who seeks to satisfy a legal require-
ment or to discharge an obligation.” In an 
M&A context, these investigations are most 
often designed to test the accuracy of business 
and financial assumptions through the analy-
sis of a much greater level of detailed data. 

In our opinion, this definition and scope 
of effort is far too narrow. Due diligence 
undertaken by successful acquirers extends 
well beyond simply verifying data. In the busi-
ness acquisitions in which we have been an 
advisor, a much more robust diligence process 
is sought that, in addition to assuring full 
disclosure, re-tests the transaction’s strategic 
rationale and identifies the synergies likely in 
a business combination. Then, these findings 
are used to refine both the value of the target 
business and the deal structure. The critical ele-
ment of the due diligence review is a feedback 
loop back to the M&A team to allow it to 
consider the risks and opportunities discov-
ered in the investigation, for the purpose of 
determining a precise set of conditions on 
which to move forward or to abandon the 
opportunity altogether.
TeST The STrATegIc LogIc

The overriding objective of a due dili-
gence investigation is to test the information 
and assumptions that underlie the deal’s 
strategic logic and to second-guess the value 
conclusions. The question—“just what are we 
really buying?”—can’t be probed too deeply.  
Enforcing that discipline throughout the due 
diligence process helps to guard against pursu-
ing a deal based on the idealized image of the 
target company garnered from its well-hyped 
public profile, the quality of its products, or its 
brand reputation. The due diligence investi-
gation should dig out the real story beneath 
an often-varnished surface. 

In a strategic review, buyers cannot rely 
solely on information provided by the target 
company, but must build their own “bottom-
up” view of the opportunity and the competi-
tive environment in which it operates. This 
typically means an independent evaluation 
of customers, suppliers, and competitors. The 
conclusions of that assessment must define 
the value drivers—revenue, cost, earnings, 
and capital investment requirements of the 
combined enterprise. It is important to avoid 
preconceived notions or over-confidence that 
often permeate M&A deal making.  

Where Are The SynergIeS?
It is almost always a challenge to be realis-

tic about the synergies that an acquisition will 
deliver. Acquirers routinely over-estimate the 
value of potential cost and revenue benefits 
and downplay the difficulty of achieving 
them. This is a major reason why acquisitions 
all too frequently yield substandard returns. 

The due diligence process should carefully 
distinguish between different kinds of syner-
gies, the probability and speed at which they 
can be realized and the resources required to 
reap the benefits. As illustrated by the above 
chart, savings derived from eliminating 
duplicative costs through consolidation can 

often be won relatively quickly and easily. 
Farther out on the scale, the benefits from 
introducing new products to new distribution 
channels often prove to be both tantalizing 
and elusive. Ranking potential synergies in 
this way forces a distinction among possible 
synergistic initiatives. The potential benefits 
on the outer portion of the scale should be 
accorded a much lower value (if any) than 
those closer to the center.

The due diligence effort should also iden-
tify potential “negative synergies,” such as 
loss of customers, added costs, or investments 
necessary to combine the businesses.  In our 
experience, these factors are often overlooked 
in the exuberance of deal making.
WhAT IS The BuSIneSS WorTh?

Ultimately for the due diligence review to 
be useful, the information gained must be used 
to craft a purchase agreement that mitigates 
risk and sets a purchase price that is a fair 
measure of the risks and opportunities in the 
business. To accomplish this, the diligence 
team must communicate its findings to the 
negotiators working directly with the seller to 
structure the transaction. The challenge is to 
either negotiate away the unanticipated risks 
that have been identified or to quantify them 
and adjust the purchase price accordingly.  

The final due diligence objective is to 
determine a walk-away price, which is the 
maximum value the buyer can economically 
justify for the benefits that a business combi-
nation may bring and the specific terms under 
which the price can be paid. To be clear, this 
is not necessarily the package that would be 
offered to the seller, but rather serves as the 
outer negotiation limit.  

Transactions invariably gather momen-
tum that is hard to resist. All too often, the 
dynamics of the process create pressure to 
stretch beyond the justifiable value in order 
to get the deal completed. The temptation is 
to then search for synergies that will validate 
the deal. Due diligence should be designed to 
guard against this by establishing a definitive 
framework for an acceptable transaction. 
concLuSIon

Based on past experience, we can say, 
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without hesitation, that a well-executed 
due diligence effort can be the determinant 
of M&A success and a marginal or failed 
endeavor. In the final analysis, due diligence 
is the process of confirming the assumptions 
that underpin the deal’s strategic logic and 
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making suitable adjustments in order to avoid 
paying more than the business is worth or 
exposure to unforeseen risks. Once the real 
parameters of the acquired business are clearly 
understood, the investment thesis and value 
should be fine-tuned. The final step is to 

document the transaction under terms that 
support the strategic logic and apportion the 
risks appropriately. But, that’s a topic for the 
next edition of Insight. v


